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New Way of Tackling US Energy Security Challenge
June 12, 2012, Washington, DC - CEC --- US Federal Government cannot alone, solve the
growing Energy Security challenge, and new technology innovators and companies need help
transferring their innovation and knowledge to Federal Government installations. Specifically, US
Army and US Air Force installations are seeking ways to reduce demand for energy, to increase
supply of energy through affordable Renewable Energy (RE) sources, and to change behaviors
and culture by educating and training people to be more energy aware.
CEC joined US Army and US Air Force experts, leaders, and learners today in Washington DC.
The purpose of this meeting was to learn about Energy Security challenges, and to meet, shake
hands, and exchange critical information, and contacts between public and private officials.
CEC is committed to work with US Army and US Air Force experts to contribute to solutions of the
Energy Security challenge by sharing highly qualified RET expertise and experts with the Energy
Initiative Task Force team. CEC will deliver a portfolio of BAT (Best Available Technologies)
featuring the latest proven and speed-to-market RET from around the world. The portfolio is
designed to meet specific requirements and to serve the specific needs of targeted installations,
individuals and communities, and provide these installations access to key technologies,
companies and contacts through regional Eco Commerce working groups.
“Starting and creating a new large scale project is always tough, and positioning and expanding a
large project can be very challenging. The US Energy Challenge project seems promising and
attractive creating great opportunities, while daunting in details and obstacles. CEC regional
working groups are perfectly positioned to bridge the gap between Innovators, developers,
companies, and end-users of RET at installations, to deliver solutions, savings and profits to all
US Energy Challenge stakeholders across continents”, said Minna LeVine, CEO, Chamber of
Eco Commerce.
A Call to Action
Innovators, Developers and Research Organizations are invited to submit TSF or Partner Project
proposal to CEC. To submit a proposal, please visit CEC website, or contact your regional CEC
Chapter Leader.
How to Work With CEC
http://www.chamberofecocommerce.com/images/How_To_Work_With_Us.pdf
Technology Submittal Form (TSF)
http://www.chamberofecocommerce.com/sustainabilitycenters/tsf.html
Project Submittal Form
http://www.chamberofecocommerce.com/sustainabilitycenters/initiatives.html
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